Sydney Smart II
One Piece Easy
Height Elongated

Elegance reimagined

The Sydney Smart II One Piece reimagines the popular Sydney suite. Now with a fully concealed trapway, side lever handle and improved flushing performance, the Sydney Smart II One Piece is the perfect addition to any home.

· 1.28/0.8 gallon (4.8/3 litre) dual flush lever handle HET toilet; (push lever down for 1.28g/4.8l flush or pull up for 0.8g/3l flush
· Available with lever on left (987200) or right (987200-R) side of tank
· Signature Caroma® trapway is fully glazed and twice the size of the industry standard, making the Sydney Smart II One Piece virtually uncloggable
· Installation adjustability: Can accommodate 10” to 12” rough-in incrementally and allows for approximately 1” of lateral adjustment
· ADA Elongated Bowl height 16½”
· Watersense Labelled and MaP Premium certified at 1000g
· Includes 326611 Soft close-Detachable Seat
· Utilizes Caroma®’s Unique Smart Connect™

**DESCRIPTION** | **CODE** | **WEIGHT (LBS)** | **CDN LIST**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Sydney Smart II One Piece Easy Height Elongated With Left Side Lever | 987200 | 103 |
With Right Side Lever | 987200-R |
One Piece Toilet and Seat | 326611 | $599 |

Additional Highlights

**Signature Trapway**

· The Signature Caroma® trapway is fully glazed and more than twice the size of the industry standard, eliminating clogging.*
· *It is not human waste that typically clogs toilets, it is paper products. The massive Caroma® trapway has been tested for decades in extreme conditions all over the world with almost perfect success! To clog a Caroma® bowl you would have to use an unreasonably excessive amount of paper.